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Abstract: The security holes, loopholes or vulnerabilities are one 

of the same things which can be proven as a threat to each and 

every Smartphone operating system which are involved today. 

These security threats can be reduced to cease to exist but can be 

reduced through some counter measures. Though different OS 

providers are working on these security holes but each day a new 

threat is introduced and make the system vulnerable to the 

attackers. To reduce these attack through system vulnerability one 

has to have follow some counter measures. 
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1. Introduction 

In this term paper of operating security, we shall be 

discussing about the loopholes in mobile operating systems of 

android market in today’s world. Mobile security was not a big 

issue till now but as the world is evolving the around the 

technology the threats to the operating system is also 

increasing, therefore this term paper final submission will be 

the brief study about the security hole in mobile operating 

systems. Security is one of the main issue for individual as a 

whole. From the last few years we have noticed many cyber 

security attacks in all over the world and in almost all sectors 

like telecom, banking, e-commerce etc. with make cyber 

security as biggest challenges for world [1]. 

Cell phone security has gotten progressively significant in 

versatile processing. Of specific concern is the security of 

individual and business data presently put away on cell phones? 

An ever increasing number of clients and organizations utilize 

cell phones as specialized devices, yet additionally as a method 

for arranging and sorting out their work and private life. Inside 

organizations, these advances are causing significant changes 

in the association of data frameworks and accordingly they have 

become the wellspring of new dangers. Undoubtedly, PDAs 

assemble and join a growing proportion of unstable information 

to which access must be controlled to make sure about the 

security of the customer and the authorized development of the 

association. 

2. Objective 

The objective behind this term paper topic is to discuss about 

the brief of the different types of loopholes in mobile OS. We 

shall be focusing on the complete explanation of the topic with  

 

what can be the preventive method to either minimize it or to 

cease it. 

3. Threats and Vulnerabilities 

Here, we shall be discussing about the concept of threat that 

what actually it defines the threat. A blend of expanding 

Smartphone possession and the utilization of increasingly 

important information benefits on these gadgets has prompted 

Smartphone’s turning into a progressively appealing objective 

for fake and unlawful activities. Vulnerabilities exist on each 

Smartphone Operating System. 

Vulnerability becomes a problem when it can be exploited. 

Malware is an example of how vulnerability is exploited; 

creating code that exploits weaknesses and bugs, in the 

Operating System for malicious purposes – to extract personal 

information or to enact financial fraud on the Smartphone 

owner. If the vulnerability is not remediated, fixed or patched, 

in a timely fashion then these exploits will continue and 

Smartphone owners will be exposed to security threats. 

This above all was about the security to mobile OS now to 

have better knowledge about the different types of loopholes in 

different types of operating system of mobile phone. 

4. Mobile phones and Security Issues 

Security vulnerabilities exist in every example of computer 

software, from computer operating systems including mobile 

phone operating systems Windows, Mac OS, androids etc. to 

web browsers and databases. Therefore, this makes the 

smartphones more vulnerable to the attacker. Integrity of data 

refers to protecting information from falsely being modified by 

an unauthorized party. Information is valuable only if it is 

correct, tampered information could prove costly to both the 

sender and the receiver party [2]. 

All Smartphone operating systems will have vulnerabilities 

and the more popular an operating system becomes the more 

likely it will come under attack and those vulnerabilities 

disclosed. 

The actual risk to Smartphone owners to these security holes 

will be dependent on a number of factors including: 

 The nature and risk level of the vulnerability, e.g. will 

the vulnerability lead to widespread disruption, 
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potential financial fraud or identity theft?  

 Who knows about the vulnerability? Is knowledge of 

the vulnerability restricted and confined to a criminal 

organisation or hostile nation state?  

 How easy it is to exploit the vulnerability and has the 

exploit been automated and shared throughout the 

security research community?  

There are three prime targets for attackers: 

 Information: cell phones are gadgets for information 

the board, hence they may contain touchy information 

like Visa numbers, confirmation data, private data, 

movement logs (schedule, call logs). 

 Identity: cell phones are profoundly adjustable, so the 

gadget or its substance is related with a particular 

individual. For instance, each cell phone can transmit 

data identified with the proprietor of the cell phone 

contract, and an assailant might need to take the 

personality of the proprietor of a cell phone to submit 

different offenses. 

 Availability: by assaulting a cell phone one can 

constrain access to it and deny the proprietor of the 

administration. 

5. Operating system 

In some cases it is conceivable to conquer the security 

protects by altering the working framework itself. As true 

models, this area covers the control of firmware and noxious 

mark testaments. These assaults are troublesome. In 2004, 

vulnerabilities in virtual machines running on specific gadgets 

were uncovered. It was conceivable to sidestep the byte code 

verifier and access the local hidden working framework. The 

after-effects of this examination were not distributed in detail. 

The firmware security of Nokia's Symbian Platform Security 

Architecture (PSA) depends on a focal arrangement record 

called SWIPolicy. 

In 2008 it was conceivable to control the Nokia firmware 

before it is introduced, and in truth in some downloadable 

variants of it, this document was intelligible, so it was 

conceivable to alter and change the picture of the firmware. 

This powerlessness has been explained by an update from 

Nokia. In principle cell phones have a favourable position over 

hard drives since the OS records are in ROM, and can't be 

changed by malware. Be that as it may, in certain frameworks 

it was conceivable to go around this: in the Symbian OS it was 

conceivable to overwrite a record with a document of a similar 

name.  

On the Windows OS, it was conceivable to change a pointer 

from a general setup record to an editable document. At the 

point when an application is introduced, the marking of this 

application is confirmed by a progression of declarations. One 

can make a substantial mark without utilizing a legitimate 

testament and add it to the rundown. In the Symbian OS all 

testaments are in the index: c:\resource\swicertstore\dat. With 

firmware changes clarified above it is anything but difficult to 

embed an apparently substantial, however vindictive 

declaration. 

6. Malicious software 

Cell phones are a changeless purpose of access to the web, 

they can be undermined as effectively as PCs with malware. A 

malware is a PC program that expects to hurt the framework 

where it lives. Trojans, worms and infections are completely 

considered malware. A Trojan is a program that is on the cell 

phone and permits outside clients to interface prudently. A 

worm is a program that repeats on various PCs over a system. 

An infection is pernicious programming intended to spread to 

different PCs by embedding’s itself into genuine projects and 

running projects in equal. Notwithstanding, it must be said that 

the malware are far less various and imperative to cell phones 

as they are to PCs. 

 

 
Fig. 1.  Rising trend of mobile malware 

 

The facts do point to a steady increase in mobile malware 

since 2008/09. The numbers are still relatively small, especially 

when compared with the numbers seen in the personal 

computing space, but the trend is upwards and there have been 

a number of high-profile examples that have resulted in 

financial fraud and identity theft. We can see that Android is the 

number one Smartphone operating system for reported mobile 

malware. 

There are the numbers of reason for the loopholes in mobile 

OS; these can be: 

 It is the main Smartphone working framework on the 

planet and could outperform Microsoft Windows as 

the most regularly utilized working framework.  

 Android is an increasingly open stage and permits 

clients to 'side burden' applications onto the 

Smartphone from informal Android App stores.  

 Malware has been conveyed from Google's authentic 

App store.  

 Most Android clients around 40% are utilizing more 

seasoned variants of the working framework 
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programming like kitkat, candy and so forth that are 

known to have security openings that can be misused. 

Apple iOS: As indicated by the review "Apple is getting 

proactive in its security the board approach". There are no 

security explicit Apple iOS programming refreshes yet 

numerous discharges will have fixes to known security 

vulnerabilities. For example, in the ongoing iOS 6.1 discharge 

there were somewhere in the range of 27 security escape clauses 

that were fixed 76. This included 20 remote code execution 

mistakes in the WebKit program motor.  

Jailbreaking: Jailbreaking is the term utilized for the iOS 

clients, since the importance can be characterized as a term to 

signify the way toward evacuating the impediments on Apple 

gadgets running iOS. Jailbreaking utilizes vulnerabilities inside 

the iOS working framework. Jail breaking permits root access 

to the iOS working framework and empowers the gadget to 

download applications outside of the official Apple App store, 

from informal App store suppliers. It is hazardous as it 

evacuates a significant number of the security control 

components that have been set up to forestall vulnerabilities and 

endeavours, for example, Malware.  

Google Androids:  

Android is being marked as the new Microsoft Windows. 

This is both a gift and a revile as Microsoft Windows has been 

the best work area working framework on the planet however 

has been reprimanded for the degree of its vulnerabilities and 

endeavours. Model for the malware found in androids is; 

Samsung had presented a defect in its Android Kernel usage. 

The defect, named the Samsung Exynos part misuse, brought 

about a powerlessness that could permit a malevolent 

application to oversee the gadget. The process of building 

applications has been a journey and it varies depending on one's 

application requirements and purpose [3]. 

These were the discussing's the two celebrated OS security 

gaps named as the Malware where the assailant can meddle to 

the framework and can profile your own data to the world. 

Since, this isn't the finish of the subject in light of the fact that 

there can be more provisos to portable OS, rundown of those 

vulnerabilities are talked about beneath: 

It permits the client to sidestep huge numbers of Apple's 

control instruments. It permits the client to build up their own 

product without discharging it by means of Apples official App 

store or to sidestep administrator locks. 

 Password: Mobile gadgets regularly don't have 

passwords empowered. Cell phones frequently need 

passwords to verify clients and control access to 

information put away on the gadgets. Numerous 

gadgets have the specialized capacity to help 

passwords, PIN, or example screen locks for 

validation. Some cell phones additionally incorporate 

a biometric peruse to examine a unique mark for 

confirmation. Without passwords or PINs to bolt the 

gadget, there is expanded hazard that taken or lost 

telephones' data could be gotten to by unapproved 

clients who could see touchy data and abuse cell 

phones.  

 Wireless Transmission: these transmissions are not 

generally scrambled. Data, for example, messages sent 

by a cell phone is normally not encoded while in 

travel. Likewise, numerous applications don't 

scramble the information they transmit and get over 

the system, making it simple for the information to be 

caught. For instance, if an application is transmitting 

information over a decoded Wi-Fi organize utilizing 

http, the information can be effortlessly caught. At the 

point when a remote transmission isn't encoded, 

information can be effortlessly caught. 

 Operating System: OS might be outdated. Security 

fixes or fixes for cell phones' working frameworks are 

not generally introduced on cell phones in an 

auspicious way. It can take a long time to months 

before security refreshes are given to buyers' gadgets. 

Contingent upon the idea of the helplessness, the 

fixing procedure might be unpredictable and include 

numerous gatherings.  

 Security Updates: cell phones that are more 

established than two years may not get security 

refreshes on the grounds that producers may never 

again bolster these gadgets. Numerous makers quit 

supporting cell phones when 12 to year and a half after 

their discharge. Such gadgets may confront expanded 

hazard if producers don't create patches for newfound 

vulnerabilities. 

 Security Software: cell phones regularly don't utilize 

security programming. Numerous cell phones don't 

come preinstalled with security programming to 

ensure against malignant applications, spyware, and 

malware-based assaults. Further, clients don't 

generally introduce security programming, to a limited 

extent since cell phones regularly don't come 

preloaded with such programming. While such 

programming may slow tasks and influence battery 

life on some cell phones, without it, the hazard might 

be expanded that an assailant could effectively 

disperse malware, for example, infections, Trojans, 

spyware, and spam to draw clients into uncovering 

passwords or other classified data.  

 Two-factor confirmation: as indicated by considers, 

customers by and large utilize static passwords rather 

than two-factor verification when directing on the web 

delicate exchanges while utilizing cell phones. 

Utilizing static passwords for validation has security 

downsides: passwords can be speculated, overlooked, 

recorded and taken, or listened stealthily. Two-factor 

validation for the most part gives a more elevated level 

of security than customary passwords and PINs, and 

this more elevated level might be significant for 

touchy exchanges. Cell phones can be utilized as a 
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second factor in some two-factor confirmation plans. 

The cell phone can create pass codes, or the codes can 

be sent by means of an instant message to the 

telephone. Without two-factor verification, expanded 

hazard exists that unapproved clients could access 

touchy data and abuse cell phones. 

 Weak Firewall: numerous cell phones don't have 

firewalls to confine associations. At the point when the 

gadget is associated with a wide territory arrange it 

utilizes interchanges ports to interface with different 

gadgets and the Internet. A programmer could get to 

the cell phone through a port that isn't made sure about. 

A firewall makes sure about these ports and permits 

the client to pick what associations he needs to permit 

into the cell phone. Without a firewall, the cell phone 

might be available to interruption through an unbound 

interchanges port, and a gatecrasher might have the 

option to get touchy data on the gadget and abuse it.  

 Malware: cell phones may contain malware. Shoppers 

may download applications that contain malware. 

Customers download malware unconsciously in light 

of the fact that it tends to be veiled as a game, security 

fix, utility, or other valuable application. It is hard for 

clients to differentiate between a real application and 

one containing malware. For instance, an application 

could be repackaged with malware and a buyer could 

incidentally download it onto a cell phone. The 

information can be effectively caught. At the point 

when a remote transmission isn't encoded, information 

can be effectively caught by meddlers, who may 

increase unapproved access to delicate data. 

 Unbound connection: interfacing with an unbound 

Wi-Fi system could let aggressor get to individual data 

from a gadget, putting clients in danger for 

information and wholesale fraud. One kind of assault 

that misuses the Wi-Fi arrange is known as man-in-

the-center, where an aggressor embeds himself in the 

correspondence stream and takes data.  

 Channel rupture: correspondence channels might be 

ineffectively made sure about. Having correspondence 

stations, for example, Bluetooth interchanges, "open" 

or in "disclosure" mode could permit an aggressor to 

introduce malware through that association, or 

clandestinely actuate an amplifier or camera to listen 

in on the client. 

We were examining about the different security dangers to 

versatile working framework. Presently we will talk about how 

we can defeat those vulnerabilities of any working arrangement 

of versatile whether it is iOS, windows, or androids. 

7. Measures to make OS secure 

There are number of thoughts including:  

 Enable client verification: Devices can be arranged to 

require passwords or PINs to get entrance. 

Furthermore, the secret phrase field can be covered to 

keep it from being watched, and the gadgets can enact 

inert time screen locking to forestall unapproved get 

to.  

 Enable two-factor confirmation for touchy exchanges: 

Two-factor verification can be utilized when leading 

delicate exchanges on cell phones. Two-factor 

verification gives a more significant level of security 

than customary passwords. 

 Verify the authenticity of downloaded applications: 

Procedures can be actualized for evaluating the 

computerized marks of downloaded applications to 

guarantee that they have not been messed with.  

 Install antimalware capability: Antimalware 

insurance can be introduced to ensure against noxious 

applications, infections, spyware, contaminated secure 

advanced cards and malware-based assaults. What's 

more, such capacities can ensure against undesirable 

voice messages, instant messages, and email 

connections.  

 Introduce a firewall: An individual firewall can ensure 

against unapproved associations by catching both 

approaching and friendly association endeavours and 

blocking or allowing them dependent on a rundown of 

rules. 

 Introduce security refreshes: Software updates can be 

consequently moved from the maker or transporter 

legitimately to a cell phone. Strategies can be executed 

to guarantee these updates are transmitted 

expeditiously.  

 Remotely cripple lost or taken gadgets: Remote 

impairing is a component for lost or taken gadgets that 

either bolts the gadget or totally eradicates its 

substance remotely. Bolted gadgets can be opened 

along these lines by the client on the off chance that 

they are recouped. 

 Enable encryption: File encryption secures touchy 

information put away on cell phones and memory 

cards. Gadgets can have worked in encryption abilities 

or utilize financially accessible encryption 

instruments.  

 Enable whitelisting: Whitelisting is a product control 

that licenses just realized safe applications to execute 

orders.  

 Establish a cell phone security arrangement: Policies 

should cover zones, for example, jobs and duties, 

foundation security, gadget security, and security 

appraisals. By setting up approaches that address these 

territories, offices can make a structure for applying 

practices, apparatuses, and preparing to help bolster 

the security of remote systems. 

 Build up an arrangement plan: Following an all 

around planned sending plan assists with guaranteeing 

that security destinations are met. 
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 Perform hazard evaluations: Risk investigation 

distinguishes vulnerabilities and dangers, identifies 

potential assaults, surveys their probability of 

accomplishment, and assessments the potential harm 

from effective assaults on cell phones. 

 Perform design control and the board: Configuration 

the executives guarantees that cell phones are ensured 

against the presentation of inappropriate changes 

previously, during, and after sending. 

8. Conclusion 

From this term paper brief introduction we can conclude that 

the security holes, loopholes or vulnerabilities are one of the 

same things which can be proven as a threat to each and every 

Smartphone operating system which are involved today. These 

security threats can be reduced to cease to exist but can be 

reduced through some counter measures. Though different OS 

providers are working on these security holes but each day a 

new threat is introduced and make the system vulnerable to the 

attackers. To reduce these attack through system vulnerability 

one has to have follow some counter measures. 
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